
Evolution Interactive Activity

1. Click on the "Teaching Material" tab at the top of the page, scroll down and then click on 
the "Grade 9-12 Teacher's Lounge link", Click on the "Comic Strip: Survival of the 
Sneakiest" and then click "go to resource."  Read through the comic strip about crickets 
and answer the following questions:

a. When it comes to crickets, what does fitness mean?
Fitness refers to the cricket’s ability to survive and reproduce through use of its 
heritable traits. Although one type of cricket may be stronger and more attractive, 
he may not necessarily be the most successful due to the fact that another type of 
cricket has developed the trait of intersecting his mates, while at the same time, 
remaining hidden from predators. 

b. Is calling good or bad for crickets fitness?  Explain.
Calling is both good and bad for crickets. Because not all calling crickets will be 
intersected, and because the potential female mates are attracted to the cricket 
calls, calling crickets are increasing their chances for reproduction by attracting 
mates. However, the calling crickets are also putting themselves at a risk elevated 
above the sneaky crickets by also attracting potential predators. Because there is 
no one ultimate survival strategy, the calling and non calling crickets will both 
experience success to a certain degree.

c. Give examples of how selection is happening in this story.
The female is selecting for the caller trait, however, the predators are selecting 
against the caller trait. Nature is selecting for the sneaky cricket, as it allows these 
crickets to intersect the calling crickets to find a mate, however, nature is also 
selecting for the strong and speedy crickets who are able to avoid predators.

d. How does selection favour i) calling and ii) not calling.
Calling: Selection allows the calling crickets to find a mate and pass on the calling 
trait. Selecting also allows these crickets to pass on the strong and speedy trait 
developed by avoiding the attracted predators.
Not Calling: Selection favours these crickets by allowing them to sneakily find a 
mate by means of intersection while at the same time, not attracting predators. 
These crickets can mate and pass this sneaky trait on to future generations.

2. Click on the "Resource library" at the top of the page and then on "Similarities and 
differences: Understanding homology and analogy" under interactive investigations.  
Read through this activity on homologous structure and answer the end question:



a. Do you think that sharks' and dolphins' similarities (body shape, fin, and flippers) 
are homologies or analogies?  Explain why.
Sharks and dolphins similarities are analogies. While they appear similar in many 
ways, their skeleton make up, mechanism of breathing, ability to nurse or not 
nurse their young, as well as a genetic trait which causes dolphins to be born with 
hair all suggest that these similarities developed from separate species with no 
common ancestor which are both facing similar selective pressures and 
environments.

3.  Click on the "Teaching Resources" tab at the top of the page and then on the link 
"Correcting Misconceptions" toward the bottom.

a. Choose and describe one misconception that you have about evolution after 
reading the appropriate link.

Misconception: Humans can’t negatively impact ecosystems because species will 
just evolve what they need to survive.

Correction: Humans can, and are currently causing negative effects on ecosystems 
and the species within it. Some species may posses traits which would actually 
allow them to thrive when facing environmental changes and would be selected 
for. However, other species may not posses the traits needed to survive against the 
new changes and therefore would not be able to adapt to the environmental 
changes brought on by human activity. This inability to adapt to these 
environmental changes will eventually cause these species to go extinct, possibly 
resulting in further destabilization of the ecosystem in which they exist.


